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Introduction

In agricultural field experiments or industrial experiments, the experi
menter is often faced with the difficulty of testing a large number of
varieties, all in the same experiment or he may be placed in a position
of testing even a small number of treatments in smaller block. sizes.
In biological work on animals, for example, where the number of
experimental units and their grouping into blocks is. to some extent
out of the control of the -experimenter, it will be desirable, if at all
possible to compare several treatments within block, but the size of
the block will depend upon the particular species of animal and will
often be such that it is impossible to include all treatments, within a
block. In such situation there are mainly two- classes of designs,
namely balanced incomplete block designs as introduced by Yates
(1936 a, 1936 b, 1937) and partially balanced incomplete block designs
as introduced by Bose and Nair (1939) which can be applied.

In recent days some problems in the construction of designs, have
been solved by. combining several designs. Thus, Bose, Shrikhande
and Parker (1960) disproved Euler's conjucture on orthogonal latin
square of order 4n + 2 by combining orthogonal arrays and balanced
incomplete bolck designs with A= 1. Again Das (1961) obtained
rotatable designs by combining two factorial designs and also a factorial
design and an incomplete block design. The present investigation was
•undertaken with a view to explore the possibiUties of combining two
incomplete block designs for obtaining new series of incomplete block
designs. Several methods of obtaining incomplete block designs
through this technique have been described below,
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1. Method of Construction of P.B.I.B. Design by Combining a P.B.I.B.
Design and a B.I.B. Design:

Let there be a P.B.I.B. design with 'm' associate classes and
pararneters (u, r, b, k, Aj, Aj, • • • A„, n^, n^, • • • n„, With the
treatments present in any block of this design another B.I.B. design
with parameter (k, k^, r^, b-^. A) is formed. Thus in all there will be
V such designs formed out of the contents of the b blocks of the
initial design. The final design formed by putting together all these
bb^ blocks each of size K-^^, is a P.B.I.B. design with the same number
of treatments and same number of associate classes. The parameters
qf this design will be {v, k-^, n\, bb^, AA^, • • • AAms /Zja W2)

Ill future, the original P.B.I.B. design will be called the primary design,
the second design formed out of the contents of each of the blocks
of the primary design will be called the secondary design, the design
for each block having the same parameters, and the last design will
be called the final design.

The proof that the final design is a P.B.I.B. design follows from
the fact that since each of the treatments in a block'in the primary
design occurs ?\ times while forming the secondary designs and as
the same treatment occurs in /• blocks of the primary design, any treat
ment will occur n\ times in the final design. Similarly the number
of blocks will be bb-^ and the number of times a pair of treatments
(i'-th associates) occur together in the same block is AA,.

Analysis of these designs.—Though such designs can be analysed
just like ordinary P.B.I.B. designs, there is also an alternative method
of analysis of such designs. As it appears that the method will be
interesting and may prove useful in some situations it has been
presented below.

Treating each of the b secondary designs as distinct, we shall
first analyse each of them separately. The estimates of k treatments,
obtained from any of the design, say the f-th one will then be sub
stituted for the k treatments occurring in the j-th block of the primary
design. We shall thus have b blocks of the primary design where the
block contents are the estimates of the treatments obtained from the
corresponding secondary designs. Next, treating such estimates as
observations, an analysis of the primary design as a P.B.I.B. design
will lead to the same estimates of the treatment effects as will be obtained
from "the analysis of the final design as ordinary P.B.I.B. design.
Obtaining the estimates of the treatment effects in this way, the adjusted
treatment S,S. can be obtained from 2tQ where Qi is the adjusted
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total for the /-th treatment obtained from the final design. The error
S.S. can then be obtained by subtracting the adjusted treatmeiit S.S.
from the within block S.S. of the final design. The proof that these
two methods of estimation of treatment estimates give the same result
has been given below.

Denoting the treatments as t^, ••• the normal equations of
the final design can be written as

(»

j = 1, 2, V

where 2 is the sum of the treatments which are j-th associate with
the i-th treatment ij =1, 2, • •• m and Qi is the adjusted treat
ment total for the i-th treatment. Also,

i

the summation is over the r values of i. A solution to these equations
with the restriction

• 2ti = 0

will give us the estimated treatment effects from the final design con
sidering it as a single P.B.I.B. design..

If we analyse each B.I.B. experiment separately and estimate t*
separately and substitute in the primary P.B.I.B. design, then the
normal equation leading to the estimates of the treatment effects will
be

r == 1, 2, V

where

i

as the block totals are Zero by virtue of the restrictiofi in each of the
designs, and

(ii)r.E. = r. -i+
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Equation (2) reduces to

(3)

the solution of which is identical with the solution at (1) obtained
through the other method. The method of solution reduces much
simpler when the primary design is a B.I.B. design in which case the
final design is also a B.I.B. design.

As a special case of the P.B.I.B. design, let us take the circular
design as defined by Das (1960). The definition as given by Das is
as follows. Let there be n equal arcs on the circumference of a circle
denoted in order by «j, • a„. If we form bigger arcs of size,

such that it is the sum of k consecutive small arcs starting with
a„ we shall have in all n such arcs for n different values of i. Now,
if we identify Ui with a set (si) of m treatments such that the diflFerent
sets (si) are mutually exclusive, then the contents of the n acrs A^,
will form an incomplete block design with n blocks, mn treatments,'
mk block size and k replications.

If the individual treatments be denoted by;,^.(/=l, 2,
' = 1) 2, m) and the set of all the m treatments on the arc, a^, be
denoted the block contents of the design come out as below:

Block numbers Treatments

1 («ii) («2;) ••• (a,.,)

2 ' ' ' (flk-hl, j)

« («„•) («1,) • • • i)

Such designs can be obtained for. any number of treatments and block
sizes. In this design there are km treatments "in each of the blocks.
"With this km treatments we form a B.I.B. design with parameters
(km, kj, Tx, b. A). This we repeat for all the blocks of the circular
design. The final design will be a P.B.I.B. design but can be analysed:
just like circular design by effecting reduction of the number of
normal equations as has been shown by Das (1960). The final
design will have d — 1 associate classes where d = [njl],

2. Incomplete Block Designs Obtained through Disconnected Designs

If again we take a disconnected design of block size (v — c) in g
blocks, each treatment being replicated only once and connect these
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blocks by adding to each block a set of c treatments, the resultant
design will have g blocks each of size v, there being c treatments
common to all blocks. If now we form a B.I.B. design with para
meters {v, k, r, b. A) out of the treatments in each block, then the final
design will be the same as the design given by Pavate (1961) as a group
of B.I.B. designs with common treatments. He has analysed this
design as usual. But this design can also be analysed in two stages
as shown below.

With usual notations, the solution of the j-th. treatment from z-th
B.I.B. experiment is

i i — 8j' ...
' f r X\ <^4)

~ k+ /c)
and the set of normal equations from the primary design for the
common treatments ,/ = 1, 2, • • • c is

and that for the other treatments is

(6)

where = adjusted treatment totals

k^~ k
(7)

as all the block totals of the primary design will be Zero by Virtue of
the restriction, viz., 2]t/ = 0 taken while solving the normal equations

}

in the /-th secondary design, and

-f-X- • (8)
•''•~k^k

Hence

(9)
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i — 2, ••• c for the common treatments subject to the condition

and the solution of Equation (6) reduces to

c V—0

j- yQ.+±ye/rE ^ gcrE Lx^'^ crE U.
i=l

(10)

which is identical with the solution given by Pavate (1961). Some
more details regarding the analysis of such designs have been discussed
by the authors elsewhere.

3. Designs Obtainable through G.D. Designs in the Second Stage

In the previous sections we developed a method of construction
of incomplete block designs by combining two designs, the secondary
design being always a B.I.B. design. As such designs require more
number of replications, the possibility of using P.B.I.B. designs as
secondary designs so that the number of replications may be reduced,
was investigated. While it was found that P.B.I.B. design in general
cannot be used as secondary designs, two particular cases of P.B.I.B.
designs, viz., G.D. designs and simple lattice designs can be applied
to achieve the objective.

In a P.B.I.B. design with 5 associate classes and parameters say

{v, k, r, b, Ai, As, ••• A„ n^, n^, ••• n„ ijk = 1, 2 •••j)
m elements are associated to each element of this design and then a
G.D. design with k groups of mtreatments each is formed out of each
block, then the final design will be an extended G.D. design with
parameters, v* =vm, k* = /q, /'* = ''''i; b* = bb^, A^ —A^/x, Ag
•••A^^i = A,,x„ Hi* = m- 1, ns* = "i'", "•" «^+i = ^nd the
secondary parameters come out as below:

P' = m—2

"0

0

0

0

n^m

0

0

0 n^in

0 0

0

0

0

njn
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pm = - 0 0 .. m—\ 0 0

0 Pn'm . .. Pu'm .. .. .. py.'m

m-l Pii . .. Pii'm .. •. .. pjtn

0 P.i'm • •• Psi'tn • • PsM

49

/• = 1, 2, • • - m.

Analysis—With usual notations the normal equations giving the
solution of tij are given by

j

s i

i = 1, 2, ••• u; 7 = 1, 2, ••• m

where Sj denotes the sum over the treatments which are 1st associates
with the treatment in question and a similar definition for
and e,j. denoting the adjusted treatment total for the ij-th treatment.

Summing the set of equations (11) over 7=1, 2, •• • m, we have

i= I, '2, ••• V

where

Gi= Z tii
i

This set of v equations are similar to the set of v normal equations of
the initial P.B.I.B. design. Hence from these equations we can solve
for Gj, the solution being similar to that of the initial P.B.I.B. design.
Now from (11) we have

and ..2'Ga=

( rr^ ^ /'/xA '•''i 4_

(12)

(13)
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Substituting the value of G, in (13) we have the solution.

The adjusted S.S. can be now obtained from

If, however, we take a B.I.B. as the initial design, the analysis is
simplified still further.

4. Designs Obtained through Simple Lattice in the Second Stage

In the last section we have considered a G.D. design in the second
stage which has the advantage that designs with smaller number of
replications than that in a corresponding B.I.B. design can be obtained
by using them. In order to reduce the number of replications still
further, we consider another class of P.B.I.B. designs, viz., lattice design
to be used as the secondary design. For simplicity let us consider
only simple lattice which has two replications. These series of designs,
will -have smaller number of replications. •

In a P.B.I.B. design with in associate classes and parameters, say

(u, k, r, b, Ag -•• A„„ /?!, /72, ••• n„ and ijk = 1,2 ••• m)
jk treatments are associated to each element of this design and a simple
lattice design out of the treatments of each block of the primary design
is formed. The final design so obtained will be a P.B.I.B. design with
2m + 1 associate classes but there will be only m + 1 distinct values
of A, the remaining A's being zero. The parameters of the final design
will be u* = vk, k'" = k, /•* = 2r, b* = 2bk, A^* = /•, A/ = A^, •••

= A„ A*„,„=0(/=2, •••777),

n*mi2 = 'h {k - 1)
"1* = k-\. «2* = «1

«*m41 2m-H == /7„. {k — I) and the
secondary parameters come out as below:

k—2 O'(lxw) O'ClXm)

0(mX1) 0 (mXm) D (n^, n^, • •• nj

^0{m X1) D(/7i, K2 •••n„) {k~2) D{n-^, ••• /?„)

Wh.ere 0' (Ixm) is an 1X/m matrix with all Zero elements and D («i, • • •
/7,„) is .an 777 x m matrix whose diagonal elements are n-^, n^, •• • n„ and
other elements are zero.

pifl
0

0 (777 X 1)

(k-l)e,

777,

0' (1 X7«)

Qi (mxm)

0 (777 X 777)

0 (in X777)

(/c—I) g,{mxm)
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Where e/as ixm matrix, the /-th element being unity and other elements
are Zero and Q,^ (mXm) is the mXm matrix corresponding to the /-th
associates in the initial P.B.I.B. design viz., and

pj+m+l _

= 1, 2, m.

0 {k-2) e;

Cj 0(mxm) Qi{mxm)

Jk-2)e. Q^(mxm) (k-l) ^

Though the design appears to be a P.B.I.B. design with 2m+l
associate classes the analysis can be simplified to that of the original
P.B.I.B. design.

Intra-block analysis.—From the usual postulates the intra-bloclc
estimate of any hnear treatment contrast is obtained by substituting
in the contrast the solution of the normal equations,

3 '

e„ (14)

i = 1, 2 •• v; / = 1, 2 k

where is the/th treatment in the /-th group. is the sum of
the treatments which occur with zy-th treatment in of the blocks
and similar definitions for ••• and Q,^ is the adjusted treatment
total. .

If we denote Ztu as Gj, we have,, by summing (14) over all / for

a given i.

<• i

(15)

'= 1, 2, • • V.

These equations are all not independent but only (v —1) of them
are independent. Hence, with the condition £0^=0 we can solve
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for Gj from (15), the solution will be siinilar to that of a general
P.B l.B. design with m associate classes.

•Equation (14) can now be written as

' = 2i/ + ^
s. "

i=h 2, ••• v; J = 1., 2,--- /c.

Summing Equation (16) over all / for a given j we have on f^rther
simplification

(16)

z f,i =
(17)

i=l, 2---k. " •

Equation (16) together with (17) give the solution of
r = 1, 2, ••• t;, ;=.l, 2, fc.

The analysis is much simpler in the case where the initial design
is a B.T.B. design.

,5. By Association of Incomplete Block Designs

In this section a method of construction of another series of
incomplete block designs has been described by combining two incom-
plete block designs, but in a manner different from the method of
combining fwo designs described earlier.

In a P.B.I.B-. design with parameters (u, b, r, k, A^, Ag,
-m, ^ j' ^ 1' 2, ••• m) say, associate j numbers (qi,

ag, •••a.) to each of the elements, so that in a block there will be ks
numbers' each denoting a treatment. In the method described earUer,
an incomplete block design was formed with these ks treatments, by
using B.I.B., G.D. and Simple Lattice designs, as the secondary designs.
Now instead of forming the second design with these ks treatments as

"such, let us group the ks treatments into s groups each containing k
treatments, such that all the k treatments containing, say, will form
•the -i-th :group (/, = 1,' 2, •••s). With these 5 groups form a P.B.I.B.
design with n associate classes, considering each group as a single

Ml,, n^.
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treatment. If we repeat, this for all the blocks theri the final, design
will be a P.B.I.B. design with (w + 1) (« + 1) — 1 associate classes,
the parameters for which have been indicated later.

As a special case if we take one of the designs to be a P.B.I.B.
design with m associate classes and the other a B.I.B. design, then the
final design will be a P.B.I.B. design with 2m +1 associate classes.

Again, if both the designs are B.I.B. designs the final design is a
P.B.I.B. design with 3 associate classes.

In general if the two P.B.I.B. designs are (Ui, k^, r-^, b^, Aj, A^, •••
rii, ••• n„, ijk =1, 2, ••• w and ui*, k^*, r^*, b^*, X*,

K*, ••• lit'' '7^ = 1, 2, ••• /) then the final.design
is a P.B.I.B. design with the following parameters.

vivi*, kik^*, Vi*, b^b^* with A value i =1, 2, ••• /,

AA-}
with the n values

«.* i = I, 2, • • • I

) /• = 1, 2, •••/; ;• = 1, 2. •••mrespectively.
.i

The secondary parameters have also been worked out and is as
follows;

P'= rQi . F' 1
.F D^Q,J i=l,2-;-l

where f ==m X 1 column matrix in which each of the element is
0[(/ _t- 1) X/] where 0(1 X/) is a 1 X/ matrix each with all Zero
elements and

Qir. = r 0 ]
Le, qJ

where Cj is 1X/ matrix, the i-thelement being unity and otherelements
arc Zero and g.-(/ X /) is the / X / matrix corresponding to the /-th
associates of the second P.B.I.B. design, viz., and D is the diagonal
matrix in which the diagonal elements are n^*, n^*, ••• n* and ,
^9potes Kronecker prodyct,
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pi<ri 0 (/ >' 1)

Gj Pj 0 ,

where G,. is the m X 1 column matrix in which the /th element is Dr
and other elements are 0 [(/ x 1) x /] where

1 . 0(/ X /)-
.0 (/ X 1) D

and Pj is the {m X m) matrix corresponding to the ;-th associate in
the first P.B.I.B. design, viz., P^ = {{pj)) and

= pO(/X /)

and Dr = |-0 (1 x /)
D

L F, ) Qirc. r= 1, 2, ••• /
j = I,

where is the (m X 1) column matrix in which the y-th element is
Qi, and other elements are 0 [(/ + 1) x /J

Qu = re- -1
LeJ.

The proof of the parameters v, r, k and b follow immediately.
Denoting the treatments of the first design hy a, b, • and that of
the second design by a, p, • • the proof of the occurrence of Avalues
as indicated can be shown as follows: Suppose a and b are /-th asso
ciates, i.e., they occur together in blocks of the first design then the
treatment pair aa, ba occur in blocks of the final design since a
occurs /"i* times corresponding to each block of the first design z= 1,
2, ••• m. Similarly aa, a/3 occur in rjA/, /" = i, 2, ••• I blocks of the
final design where a and 0 are j-th associates in the second design, and
aa, bp occur in / = 1, 2, • • • m, 7=1,2, •••I blocks of the final
design where a and b are i-th associates in the first design and a and
jS are 7-th associates in the second design. The secondary parameters
can also be proved by argurnent.

These results agree with that of Shah (1960) who, using a different
method, got the same designs.

6. Applications to the Construction of Factorial Experiments

The method explained above can be used for the construction
of confounded factorial designs as follows:

To construct the design a X b X c X d where a, b, c and d are
respectively the nuniber of levels of factors which will be denoted ^s
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X, B, C and D,. let us take a suitable incomplete block design with
'a' as the number of treatments and k as block size and associating
b X c X d combinations of 3 factors to each treatment of the incom

plete block design, we can group the ^ X Z) X c X in each block
into b X c X d groups, such that the combinations in any group
contain one combination only of the factors B, C and J) and the levels
of the factor x varies over the K values corresponding to the block
of the incomplete block design. With b X c X d groups if we form
a balanced factorial experiment with convenient block size and if
this is repeated for all blocks then the final design is also a factorial
design. If the initial incomplete block design is a balanced one then
the final design will be a balanced factorial experiment and if the initial
incomplete block design is a partially balanced design then the final
design will be a partially balanced factorial experiment.

The interaction confounded in the second design will be' con
founded in the final design also and its loss of information will be the
same. The main effect of the first factor, which is in the form of a
B.I.B. design is also partially affected, by the block effects and its loss
of information will be the same as that of the loss of information in

the corresponding B.I.B. design. The interactions which are the product
of the above two sets of interactions are also affected and the loss of
information will be the product of the losses of information of the
corresponding two interactions of the above two sets.

SUMMAR.Y

Three methods of construction of incomplete block designs by
associating two incomplete block designs have been preserited in this
paper. One method consists in first taking an incomplete block-design
(called primary design) and then forming a B.I.B. design (called the
secondary design) with the block contents of each of the blocks, of
the primary design. All these secondary designs obtained thus give
another incomplete block design when put together. Utilising B.I.B.,
P.B.I.B., etc., designs as primary designs, several series of designs have
been obtained through this method. All the designs obtainable through
this method can be analysed in two stages also in addition to the
ordinary method. First stage of analysis consists of analyses of each
of the secondary designs separately. The observations in the blocks
of the primary designs are then taken to be these estimates, each design
supplying the contents of the corresponding block. An ordinary
analysis of the data of the primary design thus obtained, will give the
true estimates of the treatment effects,
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The second method of the construction is similar but for the fact

that the secondary design formed out of the block contents of the
primary design is either a simple lattice or a group divisible design.
A method of intra-block analysis for all designs obtained through
these methods has been presented. If the primary design is a P.B.I.B.
design with m associate classes and the secondary design, a simple
lattice, then the final design will be a P.B.I.B. design with 2m + I
associate classes, but the analysis can be simplified to that of the primary
P.B.I.B. design.

The third method of construction consists in combining two designs
but in a different way. In this method any incomplete block design
is first taken and then some, .y numbers are associated with each of
the treatments in the incomplete block design. Next the contents
of each block are made into groups each containing all the treatments
containing a particular associated number. Another incomplete block
design is then formed taking these groups as treatments to get a new
series of P.B.I.B. designs.
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